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Abstract—The accelerating penetration of physical environ-
ments by objects with information processing and wireless
communication capabilities requires approaches to find potential
communication partners and discover services. In the present
work, we focus on passive discovery approaches in multi-channel
wireless networks based on overhearing periodic beacon trans-
missions of neighboring devices which are otherwise agnostic to
the discovery process. We propose a family of low-complexity al-
gorithms that generate listening schedules guaranteed to discover
all neighbors. The presented approaches simultaneously depend-
ing on the beacon periods optimize the worst case discovery time,
the mean discovery time, and the mean number of neighbors
discovered until any arbitrary in time. The presented algorithms
are fully compatible with technologies such as IEEE 802.11
and IEEE 802.15.4. Complementing the proposed low-complexity
algorithms, we formulate the problem of computing discovery
schedules that minimize the mean discovery time for arbitrary
beacon periods as an integer linear problem. We study the
performance of the proposed approaches analytically, by means
of numerical experiments, and by extensively simulating them
under realistic conditions. We observe that the generated listening
schedules significantly – by up to factor 4 for the mean discovery
time, and by up to 300% for the mean number of neighbors
discovered until each point in time – outperform the Passive Scan,
a discovery approach defined in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.
Based on the gained insights, we discuss how the selection of the
beacon periods influences the efficiency of the discovery process,
and provide recommendations for the design of systems and
protocols.
Index Terms—Neighbor discovery, multi-channel, greedy algo-
rithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
We are currently observing a rapid augmentation of phys-
ical objects surrounding us with information processing and
wireless communication capabilities. It is estimated that by
2020 25 [1] up to 50 [2] billion objects will be connected
to the Internet. This development is leading us to a new era
of computing. The resulting network of “smart” objects that
interact with each other and exchange information without
a direct human intervention, the so-called Internet of Things
(IoT), will serve as a foundation for novel applications in a
wide range of domains.
In order to discover services of interest devices will need
to detect other entities within communication range that are
able to use common communication technology—the so called
neighbors.
Neighbor discovery can be done in two fundamentally dif-
ferent ways. For an active discovery, the discoverer broadcasts
probe requests that must be answered by the neighbors. An
active discovery is fast but has the drawback that all neighbors
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have to consume energy by (continuously) listening to poten-
tial inquiries even though they might only be interested in
being detected but not in discovering their own neighborhood.
In contrast, passive schemes perform the discovery by over-
hearing beaconing messages that are periodically broadcasted
(with a specific Beacon Period (BP)) by neighbors interested
in being discovered. The beaconing neighbors themselves are
hereby agnostic to the discovery process. Let us emphasize that
periodic beaconing is already used in many widely deployed
technologies such as IEEE 802.11 [3] and IEEE 802.15.4 [4].
In order to be compatible with current state-of-the-art tech-
nologies, such as IEEE 802.11 and IEEE 802.15.4, neighbor
discovery must support multi-channel environments. Finally,
we assume lack of time synchronization among the devices
involved in the discovery process.
A frequently adopted objective for the design of discovery
approaches is the minimization of the Worst-Case Discovery
Time (WDT)—time required to detect all potential neighbors.
A complete discovery is desirable, e.g., in order to avoid
interference with neighbors when establishing a new network.
In addition, minimizing the WDT has the advantage of implic-
itly minimizing the consumed energy. Other applications are
interested in the maximization of the number of discoveries
until a given point in time, which we call the Number
of Discoveries over Time (NDoT), as, e.g., in the case of
identifying potential forwarders in Delay Tolerant Networks.
Yet other applications benefit from discovering the individual
neighbors as early as possible, e.g., emergency services. Their
objective is thus the minimization of the Mean Discovery Time
(MDT). Since many devices in IoT environments will be bat-
tery powered, and will have limited computational resources,
neighbor discovery should be performed in an energy-efficient
way with low to moderate computational requirements.
This paper presents several novel contributions providing
simple and efficient discovery algorithms applicable under
realistic conditions:
We provide for the first time a full characterization of the
class of listening schedules that are guaranteed to discover
all neighbors (we call such schedules complete), and that
pointwise maximize the Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF) of the discovery times. The latter feature implies
that they optimize all three mentioned performance metrics
simultaneously: WDT, MDT, and the NDoT. We call these
schedules recursive, due to their specific structure.
Our second, practically most relevant, contribution consists
of several approaches to construct listening schedules that,
under certain assumptions, are recursive (and thus inherit the
corresponding optimality properties). We define a family of
low-complexity algorithms that we call GREEDY, due to their
operation mode [5]. Further, we define an algorithm called
CHAN TRAIN which is an extension of the GREEDY family,
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2aiming at a reduction of the number of channel switches.
In general, the performance of discovery algorithms is
strongly dependent on the allowed set of BP’s, i.e. periods with
which beacons are transmitted. To this point - incompatible
with the state-of-the-art wireless protocols - assumptions about
the beacon transmission patterns have been made so far in the
literature. In this paper, we consider on one hand the most
general case F1, a family containing all possible BP sets,
but introduce in addition also two other practically important
families of BP sets—F2 and F3. They include all BP sets
supported by IEEE 802.15.4 and a large part of the BI sets
supported by IEEE 802.11—two widely adopted standards for
wireless communication.
We prove that for BP sets from F3 the listening schedules
computed by GREEDY and CHAN TRAIN are recursive
(and thus complete, and optimal w.r.t. the three targeted
performance metrics). Moreover, for BP sets from F2 the
computed schedules are complete and WDT-optimal, while
they are close-to-optimal w.r.t. the MDT. Finally, we show that
even for the most general case of F1 the computed schedule
are complete, close-to-optimal w.r.t. the MDT, and still within
30% of the optimum for the WDT, while this gap decreases
for an increasing number of channels.
Our third contribution demonstrates that even for arbitrary
BP sets from F1 complete and MDT-optimal schedules are
achievable, albeit only by solving an Integer Linear Program
(ILP). We prove that computed schedules are also WDT-
optimal for BP sets from F2 and NDoT-optimal for BP sets
from F3. This approach is attractive due to the broad range
of supported BP sets. However, it has a high computational
complexity and memory consumption, restricting its usage to
offline computations, and to scenarios with a moderate number
of channels and size of the used BP’s.
As additional contribution, we define an algorithm called
OPTB2 that computes recursive schedules for scenarios, in
which the cardinality of the BP set is restricted to two entries.
A summary of results is provided in Table III.
Unfortunately performing of such discovery in real multi-
channel environments suffers under an implementation impact:
non-negligible deaf periods occur during the execution of a
channel switch resulting in potentially missing some beacons
transmitted during such deaf periods. Due to this effect even
algorithms provably generating complete schedules will, in
reality, miss some neighbors - the percentage of missed neigh-
bors can reasonably be expected to increase with the increase
of the number of channel switches required by a given algo-
rithm. In order to quantify this impact, we perform simulations
using a realistic wireless model and device behavior expressing
the results in the form of an additional performance metric —
the success rate, which is the fraction of neighbors discovered
under this realistic conditions by any algorithm under con-
sideration. Using this additional performance metric we have
derived our next contribution: We suggest two instances of the
GREEDY family of algorithms designed to reduce the number
of channel switches and perform their simulative performance
evaluation w.r.t achievable fraction of discovered neighbors.
In all evaluations, in addition to comparing the performance
with the optimum, we perform a comparison against Passive
Scan (PSV), a discovery scheme defined by the IEEE 802.15.4
standard. We observe that GREEDY algorithms significantly
(by up to several hundreds percent) outperform PSV w.r.t. the
MDT and the NDoT in all studied scenarios.
As our final contribution we discuss the strong impact
the structure of allowed BP sets has on the performance of
discovery approaches, and provide recommendations for a
BP selection that supports efficient neighbor discovery. These
recommendations may be useful, on the one hand, for the
development of novel wireless communication based technolo-
gies that use periodic beaconing messages for management or
synchronization purposes, and, on the other hand, for the BP
selection for existing technologies that support a wide range
of BP’s, such as IEEE 802.11.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
discusses the related work. Section III describes the system
definition and introduces the notation. Section IV outlines the
targeted performance metrics. In Section V we present the
identified families of BP sets. Section VI introduces recursive
schedules, and our developed discovery algorithms, as well as
PSV that we use for comparison. In Section VII we outline
the analytical optimality results established for the proposed
approaches. In Sections VIII and IX, we present the evaluation
settings and results for numerical experiments and simulations,
respectively. In Section X, we provide recommendations on the
selection of BP’s supporting the discovery process. Finally,
Section XI concludes this paper and outlines future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Most neighbor discovery approaches have in common that
they divide the time into slots [6], and require each device
to cooperate in the discovery process by being active - either
transmitting or listening - in time slots following a pattern
selected from a certain, more or less restrictive, set. Two
devices discover each other if both are in complementary
states in overlapping time slots, on the same channel. In
contrast to many studies that focus on such mutual discovery,
we focus on unilateral discovery, in which a device wants
to discover some or all its neighbors by overhearing their
regularly transmitted beacon messages not necessarily related
specifically to any discovery process. While many studies only
have the objectives to guarantee a complete discovery, and to
minimize the spent energy, we focus on optimizing the WDT,
the MDT, and the NDoT.
Discovery strategies can be classified into probabilistic
and deterministic approaches, w.r.t. the selection of active
states. Deterministic approaches work either with quorums,
(co)prime numbers, or static/dynamic slot schemes. In quorum
approaches discovery is based on the intersection of schedules
generated either by a grid or a cyclic pattern [7], [8]. In the
former case time slots are arranged in a square matrix from
which each device picks one column and one row to serve
as its active slots. In the latter case discovery is achieved by
constructing schedules based on cyclic difference sets which
have guaranteed overlaps. With approaches based on (co)prime
numbers, such as DISCO [9] and U-Connect [10], devices are
active during time slots that are multiples of each device’s
3selected prime number. Discovery is then guaranteed by the
Chinese Remainder Theorem. Most recent work has been pub-
lished in the area of the static/dynamic slot schemes. Discovery
schedules generated by, e.g., Searchlight [11], Hello [12] and
BlindDate [13] consist of multiple cycles, where in each
cycle there is one active slot at a fixed position and at
least one dynamic slot whose position is shifted each cycle.
FlashLinQ [14] is a PHY/MAC network architecture based on
Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM), which
requires a strict synchronization between devices, which is
difficult to achieve. In [15] devices perform a continuous
collaborative discovery by forming a cluster after finding each
other in order to reduce the expenses on each individual
device to detect new neighbors. Probabilistic approaches have
in common that devices select their operational state out of
at least two states, transmit and listen, with a predefined
probability [16], [17], [18]. In [16], devices may also select
with some probability an additional state sleep.
All the mentioned studies consider only single-channel envi-
ronments, while most state-of-the-art wireless communication
technologies allow devices to operate over multiple channels.
In contrast, our proposed approaches consider multi-channel
environments. In addition, those studies require that the trans-
mission pattern periodicities are coprime, or that instead of a
single beacon message, a certain sequence is transmitted. The
downside of these restrictions is that the network operators
or service providers are no longer able to flexibly select
beacon transmission patterns that are most appropriate for their
targeted applications, used hardware, or the current operational
state. For example, the required transmission patterns may
interfere with sleeping patterns, which is particularly relevant
for energy-constrained communication. Or, they may lead to
a conflict with the deployed Media Access Control (MAC)
protocol, whose modification may be problematic due to, e.g.,
proprietary software, or protocols being implemented in hard-
ware. In contrast, our approaches fully support state-of-the-art
technologies such as, e.g., IEEE 802.11 and IEEE 802.15.4.
Discovery approaches supporting multiple channels have
been mostly developed in the Cognitive Radio (CR) context,
in which a discovery is often termed rendezvous. Licensed
spectrum owned by Primary Users (PU’s) is split up into
multiple channels and an unused subset of these channels is
then utilized by Secondary Users (SU’s) for communication.
Typically, such approaches construct Channel Hopping (CH)
sequences enabling SU’s to discover each other without the
use of common control channels. In [19], four CR rendezvous
approaches are described. The first is a probabilistic approach
in which devices randomly select the operation state and
channel. The second is based on generated orthogonal se-
quences. Devices performing a rendezvous have to follow the
same sequence and will eventually be active on the same
channel and in the same time slot. The last two approaches
use prime number modular arithmetic to guarantee rendezvous.
In [20] two rendezvous protocols called ETCH are presented;
SYNC-ETCH that requires global synchronization and creates
CH sequences using colored graphs and the asynchronous
protocol ASYNC-ETCH. ICH [21] and ACH [22] apply the
static/dynamic slot scheme to multiple channels using cyclic
quorum systems.
Analogously to studies targeting single-channel settings,
these studies require specific activity patterns that significantly
restrict the potential of the devices to operate based on their
state, operational goals, and data link layer technology.
In our previous work [23], [24], [25] we developed discov-
ery approaches for IEEE 802.15.4 networks, in which beacons
are sent periodically at BP’s of the form τ · 2BO, where τ is
the duration of a superframe, and Beacon Order (BO) is a
parameter taking values between 0 and 14. In contrast, in the
present work, we focus on efficient algorithms for broader
families of BP sets, even including arbitrary BP sets that do
not have any restrictions. By supporting a wide range of BP
sets we give the device or network operator the possibility
to adapt the BP to its specific requirements and the protocol
stack, and ensure compatibility to existing technologies.
III. SYSTEM DEFINITION AND NOTATION
We assume that each device has a single radio transceiver
supporting the same transmission technology. We consider
a device (called in the following discoverer) interested in
detecting other devices (called neighbors in the following)
within its communication range.
We assume that each neighbor operates all the time on one
of the channels from a set of channels C. We denote the set of
neighbors by N and the channel used by a neighbor ν ∈ N by
cν ∈ C. Furthermore, we assume that each neighbor ν ∈ N
announces its presence by periodically broadcasting beacon
signaling messages every bντ seconds, where bν ∈ B is an
integer called the Beacon Period (BP), and τ is a technology-
dependent time unit. We also assume that the maximum
beacon transmission time (time required to send one beacon)
is smaller than τ .
From the perspective of the discoverer time is divided into
slots of length τ such that the i-th time slot contains the
time period [iτ, (i+ 1)τ), i ∈ N. It is important to note
that this definition of slotted time only reflects the view
of the discoverer, therefore no synchronization between the
discoverer and its neighbors is required.
Using this definition of time we denote the set of time
slots when a neighbor ν sends a beacon by Tν . Due to the
periodicity of the beacon transmissions, Tν = {ibν + δν}i∈N,
where δν ∈ {0, . . . , bν − 1}. We call δν the offset of the
neighbor ν. Note that δν = t mod bν for all t ∈ Tν . We call
the set of (channel, time slot) pairs given by Bν = {cν} × Tν
the beacon schedule of neighbor ν.
With the introduced notation, each neighbor ν is repre-
sented by a tuple (cν , bν , δν), which we call a neighbor
configuration. It is possible that multiple neighbors use the
same configuration. Note that this does not necessarily lead
to beacon collisions since the beacon transmission time is
typically substantially smaller than τ , and since the starting
time of each neighbor is randomly distributed in the time slot
δν . For example, with IEEE 802.15.4, the default beacon size
when operating in the 2.4 GHz frequency band is 38 symbols,
as compared to the time slot duration τ ≥ 960 symbols.
For a given set of beacon periods B and a set of channels
C we denote the set of possible neighbor configurations
4τ Time slot duration
C ⊂ N+ Set of channels
L ⊂ C × N Listening schedule consisting of a sequence of (channel, time slot) pairs
B ⊂ N+ Set of Beacon Periods (BP’s)
LCM(B) Least common multiple of a set B
N , ν ∈ N Set of neighbors, one specific neighbor
cν ∈ C, bν ∈ B, δν ∈ {0, . . . , bν − 1} Operating channel, BP, and beacon offset of neighbor ν
κ = (cκ, bκ, δκ), (cν , bν , δν) Neighbor configuration κ using BP bκ, channel cκ and offset δκ; configuration of neighbor ν
KBC = { (c, b, δ) | c ∈ C, b ∈ B, δ ∈ {0, . . . , b− 1} } Set of possible neighbor configurations for a BP set B and a set of channels C
Kc(t) = { (c, b, t mod b) | b ∈ B } Set of configurations transmitting a beacon on channel c in time slot t
Tν = {δν + i · bν}i≥0, Tκ = {δκ + i · bκ}i≥0 Beaconing time slots of neighbor ν; beaconing time slots of a neighbor with configuration κ
Bν = {cν} × Tν , Bκ = {cκ} × Tκ Beacon schedule of neighbor ν; beacon schedule of a neighbor operating with configuration κ
Tν (L) = min { t ∈ Tν | (cν , t) ∈ L} Discovery time of neighbor ν, given listening schedule L
Tκ (L) = min { t ∈ Tκ | (cκ, t) ∈ L} Discovery time of all neighbors operating with configuration κ
Pκ, Pc,b,δ Probability that configuration κ = (c, b, δ) is selected by a neighbor
TABLE I: Notation overview.
by KBC = { (c, b, δ) | c ∈ C, b ∈ B, δ ∈ {0, . . . , b− 1} }. In
analogy to Tν and Bν , we define the beaconing time slots
and the beacon schedule of a configuration κ = (cκ, bκ, δκ) ∈
KBC , and denote them with Tκ and Bκ respectively. In the
following, the formulation that a configuration is sending its
beacons during the time slot t, means that neighbors using
this configuration are sending their beacons during time slot
t. We denote by Kc(t) = { (c, b, t mod b) | b ∈ B } the set of
configurations that send their beacons on channel c during the
time slot t.
We emphasize that we do not assume any coordination
between the discoverer and the neighbors, or among the
neighbors. In particular, we do not assume that the discoverer
knows the individual BP’s used in its neighborhood. However,
we assume that the discoverer adopts a certain target BP set
B to compute a listening schedule. B may be the set of all
BP’s permitted by the used communication technology, e.g. by
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. In some scenarios, however, the
discoverer may be able to reduce the size of B by the field of
application, or to the values determined by a set of common
policies, or to the values learned from past observations. In
some cases, the discoverer may even only be interested in
discovering neighbors using certain BP’s, corresponding to
certain applications or services, and deliberately use a set of
BP’s that does not contain all BP’s potentially used by the
neighbors.
In order to perform the discovery, the discoverer utilizes an
algorithm that selects channels which are scanned during the
individual time slots in order to search for beacons possibly
transmitted by neighbors. We call the resulting set of (channel,
time slot) pairs a listening schedule, denoted by L ⊂ C × N.
Since we assume that the discoverer possesses a single radio
transceiver and thus cannot simultaneously listen on multiple
channels, we demand c 6= c′ ⇒ t 6= t′ for all (c, t) , (c′, t′) ∈
L. We denote the part of a listening schedule executed prior to
a time slot t by Lt−1 = { (c, t′) ∈ L | t′ < t }, while L−1 = ∅.
To be able to generate optimized listening schedules, the
discoverer requires assumptions about the probabilities Pκ that
a neighbor selects a certain configuration κ = (c, b, δ). In
the following, we assume that the probability that a neighbor
is using a certain channel is 1/|C| and the probability that
a neighbor with a BP b is using an offset δ ∈ {0, . . . , b −
1} is 1/b. We remark that we require no assumptions on the
distribution of the BP’s.
In this study, we focus on schedules that are guaranteed
to discover all neighbors operating with any BP b ∈ B on
any channel c ∈ C. We call such schedules complete. More
precisely, a complete schedule L is a schedule that contains
at least one element from the beacon schedule Bκ, for each
configuration κ ∈ KBC : L∩Bκ 6= ∅, ∀κ ∈ KBC . A complete
schedule always exists. A simple example is a schedule that
sequentially scans each channel for max (B) consecutive time
slots, as depicted in Figure 1 for 3 channels and max(B) = 3.
This strategy is defined in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard; we
denote it as Passive Scan (PSV) (see also Section VI-F). In
the following, we only consider complete schedules.
For a schedule L, we denote by Tν(L) =
min { t ∈ Tν | (cν , t) ∈ L} the discovery time of neighbor ν.
Similarly, we denote by Tκ(L) = min { t ∈ Tκ | (cκ, t) ∈ L}
the discovery time of a configuration κ. Whenever the
considered schedule is clear from the context, we will simply
write Tν or Tκ, omitting the argument.
When designing the proposed discovery approaches, and
analytically showing their optimality, we make the idealizing
assumptions that there are no beacon losses due to collisions
or interference, that the switching time between channels is
equal to zero and a beacon transmission/reception time of
zero. However, later we will relax these assumptions when
we evaluate the developed approaches by means of simulations
under realistic conditions. In addition, in the present work, we
assume that no neighbor enters or leaves the communication
range of the discoverer during the discovery process.
IV. PERFORMANCE METRICS
The following performance metrics will be used in order
to assess the performance of neighbor discovery approaches:
5Fig. 1: Example of a listening schedule. Squares indicate the
(channel, time slot) pairs scanned by the discoverer.
the Number of Discoveries over Time (NDoT), the Mean Dis-
covery Time (MDT), the Worst-Case Discovery Time (WDT),
the number of listening time slots (which is equivalent to the
energy consumption), the number of channel switches, and the
success rate. They are described in the following.
Applications which have delay constraints but needs to find
as much neighbors as possible benefit from discovering the
individual neighbors as early as possible. This is achieved by
a listening schedule that pointwise maximizes the CDF of the
discovery times, that is, when for each t ≥ 0 there is no other
listening schedule which has a higher value of the CDF at t.
The CDF of discovery times can be interpreted as the expected
fraction of discovered neighbors as a function of time. We call
this metric the Number of Discoveries over Time (NDoT),
and we call a schedule that has a pointwise optimal CDF of
discovery times NDoT-optimal. NDoT-optimality implies that
for each time t, the expected number of neighbors discovered
prior to t is optimal. We remark that not every setting admits
a NDoT-optimal schedule.
In order to make the CDF’s of the discovery times com-
parable across different settings, we use discovery times
T˜κ(L) = Tκ(L)max(B)|C| ∈ [0,∞) normalized to the minimum
time required to discover all potential neighbors.
A weaker performance metrics that considers the individual
discovery times is the Mean Discovery Time (MDT), given
by
∑
κ∈KBC PκTκ(L). We remark that NDoT-optimality im-
plies MDT-optimality. A MDT-optimal schedule exists in any
setting.
For a BP set B, a set of channels C, and a listening schedule
L, the Worst-Case Discovery Time (WDT) is the number
of time slots until all potential neighbors are discovered. It
is given by maxκ∈KBC Tκ(L). The optimum WDT is given
by max(B)|C|, for arbitrary BP sets and channel sets (see
Section 3 in [26] for a proof). We remark that a NDoT-optimal
schedule is also WDT-optimal.
The amount of energy required to execute the schedule can
be expressed by the number of listening time slots. The
number of listening time slots is always less or equal than
the WDT. In particular, it may be strictly smaller than the
WDT due to the fact that a listening schedule may contain
idle time slots during which no scan is performed. However,
WDT-optimal schedules are also optimal w.r.t. the number of
listening time slots (and thus w.r.t. the energy consumption),
as shown in Section 3 in [26].
The number of channel switches is the number of times
Fig. 2: Hierarchy of families of BP sets.
a device has to change the listening channel when executing
a schedule. The motivation for considering this metric stems
from the fact that when a discoverer performs a channel switch
it is in a deaf period in which it is not able to receive any
messages, which may lead to losing beacons. Thus, a schedule
with less switches is preferable.
Finally, in practical deployment, even a schedule which is
complete under the previously stated idealizing assumptions
may fail to discover all neighbors after its first execution.
Possible reasons include beacon collisions and deaf periods
due to channel switches. We call the fraction of discovered
neighbors in a given environment the success rate.
V. CONSIDERED FAMILIES OF BP SETS
In our study, we focus on three families of BP sets: F1, F2,
and F3, with F1 ⊃ F2 ⊃ F3.
• The family F1 contains any finite subset of N+.
• The family F2 contains sets B in which all elements are
proper divisors of the largest BP max(B), i.e. max(B) =
LCM, such as, for example, {x, y, z, xyz}, for arbitrary
x, y, z ∈ N+.
• The family F3 ⊂ F2 contains sets B in which each
element is an integer multiple of each of the smaller
elements, i.e. subsets of B are in F2. Examples are
{x, xy, xyz}, or {2x, 2y, 2z}, for arbitrary x, y, z ∈ N+.
In addition, we denote by F4 a generalization of the family
of BP sets FIEEE 802.15.4, which is defined by the IEEE 802.15.4
standard. While F1 is the most general family which contains
all BP sets, F2 and F3 are of particular interest since they
support fast discovery with low complexity. Notably, both
F2 and F3 completely include the BP sets supported by
IEEE 802.15.4 and a large part of the BP sets supported by
IEEE 802.11. The overview of the hierarchy of families of BP
sets is depicted in Figure 2. The definitions of the individual
families are provided in Table II.
In the following, w.l.o.g., we only consider BP sets whose
Greatest Common Divisor (GCD) is 1 since a listening
schedule for a BP set with GCD d 6= 1 is equivalent to a
listening schedule based on the transformed set B in which
each element is divided by d, and the time slot duration τ is
substituted by τ ′ = τd. This transformation allows to reduce
the computational complexity, which is particularly important
for the ILP-based approaches. For example, instead of the
set B = {4, 10}, we may consider the set {2, 5}, assuming
τ ′ = 2τ .
6F1 This is the most general family of BP sets that contains any finite subset of N+.
F2
Family F2 ⊂ F1 includes all BP sets B that contain a multiple of their Least Common Multiples (LCM’s):
max(B) = LCM(B).
F3
Family F3 ⊂ F2 includes all BP sets B in which each element is an integer multiple of each of the smaller elements:
max(B′) = LCM(B′), ∀B′ ⊆ B.
F4
Family F4 ⊂ F3 includes all BP sets B = {b0, . . . , bn−1} whose elements are powers of the same base, potentially
multiplied with a common coefficient: ∃ k, c ∈ N+ and ∃ e0, . . . , en−1 ∈ N such that bi = kcei , ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}.
FIEEE 802.15.4
This family contains all BP sets B defined by the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. All elements b ∈ B must have the form
b = 2BO , where BO is a network parameter called the beacon order that can be assigned a value between 0 and 14.
Possible periods lie in the range between approx. 15.36 ms and 252 s.
FIEEE 802.11
The family of BP sets B allowed by the IEEE 802.11 standard contains arbitrary sets such that each element b ∈ B can
be represented by a 16 bit field, that is, b ∈ {1, . . . , 216 − 1}.
TABLE II: Characterization of identified families of BP sets.
VI. OPTIMIZED DISCOVERY STRATEGIES
In this section, we first characterize the class of recursive
listening schedules. We then describe the proposed algorithms
for computing optimized listening schedules. Finally, we in-
troduce PSV, a discovery approach defined by IEEE 802.15.4
that we use for a comparative performance evaluation.
A. Recursive Listening Schedules
We define a recursive schedule as a schedule that discovers
the neighbor configurations in the order of their BP’s.
Definition 1 (Recursive schedule). For a BP set B, and a set
of channels C, a schedule is called recursive if and only if
all configurations with a BP b ∈ B are discovered during the
first b|C| time slots.
Note that this definition implies that a recursive schedule for
a set B contains a recursive schedule for a BP set B′ ⊂ B,
justifying the naming.
Recursive schedules have a very compelling property – they
are equivalent to the class of schedules that are complete,
and optimal w.r.t. the WDT, MDT, and NDoT. The proof is
presented in Section 4 in [26].
B. GREEDY Computation of Efficient Listening Schedules
An algorithm belongs to the class of GREEDY algorithms
if in each time slot it scans a channel that maximizes the
expected number of discoveries. Since there may exist several
such channels, GREEDY is not a single algorithm but a
family of algorithms that differ in the tiebreaker rule that
selects one channel from a set of candidates. This definition is
constructive and can be turned into a practical implementation
in a straightforward manner. It is formalized in Definition 2.
Definition 2 (GREEDY). An algorithm A is in GREEDY if
for a BP set B ∈ F1 and a channel set C, in every time slot
t A scans a channel ct ∈ C such that
ct ∈ argmax
c∈C
∑
κ∈Kc(t) :Bκ∩Lt−1=∅
Pκ . (1)
The pseudo code describing the operation of GREEDY
algorithms is presented in Algorithm 1. As input, the algorithm
obtains the set of channels C, the set of BP’s B, and the
configuration probabilities Pκ. It proceeds by iterating over
time slots until all possible configurations (based on C and
B) have been considered. For each time slot, it first computes
the expected fraction of neighbors that can be discovered by
scanning each of the channels. It is equal to the sum of
probabilities Pκ for configurations that send their beacons
in the given time slot on the given channel, that have not
been considered previously. This computation is presented
separately in Algorithm 3. If this sum is 0 for all channels,
the time slot remains idle. Otherwise, a set of candidates is
formed by selecting those channels that maximize the expected
number of discoveries. Then, the tiebreaker rule is used to
select a particular channel from the set of candidates. We
remark that a tiebreaker rule may require access to C, B,
P , L, or t. Finally, the schedule is updated and the algorithm
proceed to the next time slot.
A GREEDY algorithm terminates when all possible con-
figurations have been covered, and thus all neighbors will be
discovered when executing the generated listening schedule.
For BP sets from F2, the WDT-optimality of GREEDY algo-
rithms implies that only time slots {0, . . . ,max(B)|C| − 1}
need to be scanned (see Section VII for details). For BP sets
from F1 \ F2, the worst-case upper bound on the runtime is
LCM(B)|C| time slots (the proof is similar to the proof of
Proposition 6 in [26] and is omitted for brevity). The per-
formance evaluation, however, revealed that runtime typically
lies between max(B)|C| and 2max(B)|C| time slots. The
presented pseudo code also allows an online execution.
Individual instances of the GREEDY class are defined by
the tiebreaker rule (line 7 of Algorithm 1) which describes
the selection of a channel to be scanned next from the set of
candidates Ccandidates. We will consider two deterministic and
two probabilistic rules, described in the following.
GREEDY RND randomly selects a channel from Ccandidates.
GREEDY DTR selects the channel with the highest channel
identifier from Ccandidates.
GREEDY RND-SWT tests if the channel scanned in the
previous time slot is in Ccandidates. If yes, it is selected. If
no, it proceeds as GREEDY RND. By prioritizing the most
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Input: C, B . Set of channels, set of BP’s
Input: P = (Pκ, κ ∈ KBC) . Configuration probabilities
Output: L . Listening schedule
1 t← 0
2 L ← ∅
3 while ∃κ ∈ KBC with Bκ ∩ L = ∅ do
4 discProbs← DiscProbs(C,B, P,L, t) . Returns array
5 if max(discProbs) > 0 then . Time slot not idle
6 Ccandidates ← argmax(discProbs) . Returns set
7 ct ← tiebreak (Ccandidates)
8 L ← L ∪ {(ct, t)}
9 t← t+ 1
recently selected channel, GREEDY RND-SWT tries to reduce
the number of channel switches.
GREEDY DTR-SWT is similar to GREEDY RND-SWT
but without a random component. It tests if the channel
scanned in the previous time slot is in Ccandidates. If yes, it
is selected. If no, it proceeds as GREEDY DTR.
C. CHAN TRAIN – Reducing the Number of Channel Switches
In this section, we propose an algorithm named CHAN
TRAIN, which aims at heuristically reducing the number of
channel switches. In contrast to GREEDY, CHAN TRAIN
will stay on a selected channel if subsequent time slots result
in at least the same sum of discovery probabilities Pκ as
the previous time slot considering configurations that have
not yet been covered which may result in a non-GREEDY
behavior. The pseudo code for CHAN TRAIN is presented in
Algorithm 2.
Analogously to GREEDY, CHAN TRAIN first computes
the expected fraction of neighbors that can be discovered by
scanning each of the channels. If none of the channels admits
a discovery, the time slot remains idle. Otherwise, a set of
candidates is formed by selecting channels that maximize the
expected number of discoveries. Out of those, CHAN TRAIN
selects the channel which maximizes the sum of two values: (i)
the number of consecutive previous time slots allocated on this
channel (which is non-zero for the channel scanned during the
time slot t−1, and 0 for all other channels), and (ii) the number
t′ of consecutive time slots starting with time slot t with at
least the same expected number of discoveries as during the
time slot t. It then jumps to the time slot t + t′ and repeats
the procedure. If multiple channels maximize the consecutive
number of time slots that can be scanned in sequence, the one
with the lowest identifier is selected. Note, however, that also
other tiebreaker rules may be deployed here.
Note that for BP sets from F3, CHAN TRAIN belongs to the
family GREEDY (see Section 6 in [26] for a proof). However,
for BP sets from F1 \ F3 CHAN TRAIN is not necessarily
GREEDY, due to the fact that it may jump over multiple time
slots, in which a different channel may maximize the expected
number of discoveries, as illustrated in Example 3 in [26]. The
overall complexity of CHAN TRAIN is higher than that of the
GREEDY algorithms due to the additional computation of the
maximum number of consecutive time slots a device may stay
on a channel.
Algorithm 2: CHAN TRAIN
Input: C, B . Set of channels, set of BP’s
Input: P = (Pκ, κ ∈ KBC) . Configuration probabilities
Output: L . Listening schedule
1 t← 0
2 L ← ∅
3 while ∃κ ∈ KBC with Bκ ∩ L = ∅ do
4 discProbs← DiscProbs(C,B, P,L, t) . Returns array
5 if max(discProbs) = 0 then . Skip idle slot
6 t← t+ 1
7 continue
8 Ccandidates ← argmax(discProbs) . Returns set
9 foreach c ∈ Ccandidates do
10 t′ ← t
11 L′ ← L
12 do . Determine future chan train
13 L′ ← L′ ∩ {(c, t′)}
14 t′ ← t′ + 1
15 while DiscProbs({c}, B, P,L′, t′) ≥ max(discProbs)
16 tf [c]← t′ − t
17 t′ ← t− 1
18 while (c, t′) ∈ L do . Determine past chan train
19 t′ ← t′ − 1
20 ttrain[c]← tf [c] + (t− t′ − 1) . Total train length
21 ctrain ← min(argmax(ttrain)) . Selected channel
22 L ← L ∪ {(ctrain, t′)}t′∈{t,...,t+tf [ctrain]−1}
23 t← t+ tf [ctrain]
Algorithm 3: DiscProbs
Input: C, B . Set of channels, set of BP’s
Input: (Pκ, κ ∈ KBC) . Configuration probabilities
Input: Lt−1 . Previously scanned (channel, time slot) pairs
Input: t . Current time slot t
Output: discProbs . Discovery probability per channel
1 foreach c ∈ C do
2 discProbs[c]← 0
3 foreach b ∈ B do
4 if B(c,b,t mod b) ∩ Lt−1 = ∅ then
5 discProbs[c]← discProbs[c] + P(c,b,t mod b)
D. MDTOPT – Minimizing MDT for Arbitrary BP Sets
The low-complexity GREEDY algorithms presented so far
may fail to achieve MDT-optimality for BP sets from F1 \F3,
as illustrated in Example 2 in [26], and described in more
details in Section VII (though they are still very efficient or
close-to-optimal even for these BP sets, as observed from the
evaluation results). In this section, we formulate an Integer
Linear Program (ILP) which we call MDTOPT that minimizes
the MDT for arbitrary BP sets from F1. To formulate MD-
TOPT, we define the following optimization variables.
xctb =

1 , if configuration (c, b, t mod b) is detected
during scan of channel c in time slot t
0 , otherwise
hct =
{
1 , if channel c is scanned during time slot t
0 , otherwise
Now, MDTOPT can be formulated as follows.
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min
∑
c∈C
∑
b∈B
LCM(B)|C|−1∑
t=0
xctbP(c,b,t mod b)t
s.t.
LCM(B)|C|
b −1∑
i=0
xc,ib+δ,b = 1 (C1)
for all c ∈ C, b ∈ B, δ ∈ {0, . . . , b− 1}
xctb ≤ hct (C2)
for all c ∈ C, b ∈ B, t ∈ {0, . . . , LCM(B)|C| − 1}∑
c∈C
hct ≤ 1 (C3)
for all t ∈ {0, . . . , LCM(B)|C| − 1} .
In this formulation, constraint (C1) ensures that each
configuration is detected, (C2) ensures that a configuration
(c, b, t mod b) can only be detected if channel c is scanned
during time slot t, (C3) makes sure that at most one channel
is scanned during a time slot. Note that constraints (C1) -
(C3) describe a generic listening schedule that can be used
with alternative objective functions to compute schedules that
are optimal w.r.t. different targeted performance metrics.
We remark that it is necessary and sufficient for the op-
timization to consider LCM(B)|C| time slots, since this
is the worst case for MDT-optimal schedules (see Sec-
tion 8 in [26] for a proof). We remark that MDTOPT com-
putes MDT-optimal schedule for any probability distribution
(Pκ, κ ∈ KBC). The assumptions of a uniform distribution
over channels and beacon offsets are not required.
E. OPTB2 - Special case: |B| = 2
For the special case of BP sets containing exactly two
elements, recursive listening schedules can be computed for
arbitrary BP values as follows (see Figure 3 for an illustration).
Definition 3 (OPTB2). For a BP set B = {b0, b1},
with b0 < b1, and a set of channels C, OPTB2 scans
channel j ∈ {0, . . . , |C| − 1} during the time slots
{jb0, . . . , (j + 1)b0 − 1} and
{|C|b0 + (|C| − j − 1)(b1 − b0), . . . ,
|C|b0 + (|C| − j)(b1 − b0)− 1} .
F. Passive Scan in IEEE 802.15.4
The IEEE 802.15.4 standard defines four types of scan-
ning techniques [4]. Since in our work we focus on passive
discovery techniques, we compare our approaches against
one of these scanning techniques, the passive scan denoted
by PSV, in which the discoverer only listens to beacon
messages. PSV proceeds by sequentially listening on each
channel c ∈ C for max(B) time slots. Thus, channel cj ,
with j ∈ {0, . . . , |C| − 1}, is scanned during the time slots
{jmax(B), . . . , (j + 1)max(B)− 1}.
VII. ANALYTICAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section we outline the analytical performance results
for the proposed approaches. For a better readability and due
to the space constraints, their rigorous formulations and proofs
are presented in [26]. A summary is provided in the end of
this section and in Table III.
A. Performance of GREEDY Algorithms
We have called the proposed algorithms greedy since they
optimize a local objective function in each execution step [5],
namely the expected number of discoveries. In general, a
greedy approach does not have to lead to optimal, or even good
performance w.r.t. any global performance goals. However, the
proposed algorithms do achieve global optimality w.r.t. several
important objective functions. In particular, for BP sets from
F3 they generate recursive listening schedules and are thus
complete, WDT-optimal, MDT-optimal, and NDoT-optimal.
For BP sets from F2, they are still complete and WDT-optimal.
(They also achieve close-to-optimal performance w.r.t. the
MDT, see Section VIII). These optimality results are proven
in Section 5 in [26]. Moreover, GREEDY algorithms have a
polynomial computational complexity (see Section 10 in [26]
for details).
B. Performance of CHAN TRAIN
For BP sets from F3, CHAN TRAIN is a GREEDY algo-
rithm and, consequently, inherits all the features of this family
of algorithms. For BP sets from F2, CHAN TRAIN is no
longer GREEDY. However, we are able to prove that it still
achieves completeness and WDT-optimality. These results are
presented in Section 6 in [26].
C. Performance of MDTOPT
MDTOPT is not only MDT-optimal for arbitrary BP sets
but also WDT-optimal for BP sets from F2, since any MDT-
optimal schedule over F2 is also WDT-optimal (see Section 9
in [26] for a proof). Moreover, MDTOPT is NDoT-optimal
for BP sets from F3 (see Section 9 in [26] for a proof). We
remark, however, that MDTOPT has a high computational
complexity and memory consumption, and should only be
performed offline and for network environments of moderate
size.
9Strategy Completeness WDToptimality
MDT
optimality
NDoT
optimality
Channel switches
optimality Complexity
GREEDY F1 F2 F3 F3 O
(
|C|2 |B|LCM(B)
)
CHAN TRAIN F1 F2 F3 F3 O
(
|C|2 |B|LCM(B)2
)
MDTOPT F1 F2 F1 F3 NP-hard
OPTB2 F1 F1 (|B| = 2) F1 (|B| = 2) F1 (|B| = 2) O (C)
PSV F1 F1 F1 O (C)
(SW)OPT F3 F3 F3 F3 NP-hard
TABLE III: Optimality and complexity results overview. Note that for F2 and F3, LCM(B) reduces to max(B).
D. Performance of OPTB2
OPTB2 generates recursive schedules for arbitrary BP sets
with two elements, and arbitrary numbers of channels. Con-
sequently, it is complete, WDT-optimal, MDT-optimal, and
NDoT-optimal for any BP set B ∈ F1 with |B| = 2. This
result is proven in Section 7 in [26].
E. Performance of PSV
PSV is complete, WDT-optimal and minimizes the number
of channel switches for arbitrary BP sets. However, it fails to
optimize the NDoT and MDT, as shown by the example in
Figure 4, in which a uniform distribution of BP’s is assumed.
With B = {1, 2, 4} and |C| = 3, the schedule generated by
PSV has a MDT of 4.6, while GREEDY RND achieves the
optimal MDT of 3. Note that this example is very small in size
– the optimality gap may become arbitrarily large for scenarios
with a higher number of channels and/or larger BP sets.
F. Summary
Table III summarizes the optimality and complexity results
for the approaches presented in this section. For comparison,
the table also contains discovery strategies OPT and SWOPT
from our previous work [23], [24], as well as PSV.
VIII. NUMERICAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We have performed numerical experiments to study settings
and performance metrics not covered by the analytical results
presented so far.
A. Setting
In order to evaluate the proposed algorithms over BP sets
from F1, F2, and F3 we draw random samples from these
families. To include MDTOPT in the evaluation of BP sets F1
and F2, we have to restrict the size of the studied scenarios,
that is, the number of channels, as well as the number and
magnitude of elements in the BP sets. The latter is particularly
important for sets from F1, since the complexity of MDTOPT
grows with LCM(B) which is O (∏b∈B b).
We draw random samples B ∈ F1 as follows. We first draw
the size |B| of the BP set from a uniform distribution over
{3, . . . , 6}. We then draw individual BP’s from a uniform
distribution over {1, . . . , 10}. The selected BP’s are then
divided by their GCD (see Section V). The total number of
BP sets that can be obtained by this procedure is 775.
For B ∈ F2 we have to proceed differently in order to
ensure the defining characteristic max(B) = LCM(B). For
each number from {1, . . . , 256} we first compute the power
set of its factors. We then select subsets whose cardinality
is uniformly distributed between 3 and 8, which contain the
number itself, and whose GCD is one. We obtain 259286 sets.
For B ∈ F3 we draw samples as follows. First, we draw the
size of B from a uniform distribution over {2, . . . , 6}. Due to
the definition of F3 and since we only consider BP sets with
GCD of 1, we have b0 = 1. Then the other BP’s are computed
as bi =
∏i
j=1 xj , i ∈ {1, . . . , |B| − 1}, where xj are drawn
from the uniform distribution over {2, . . . , 16}. Due to the fact
that GREEDY algorithm are MDT-optimal for B ∈ F3, and in
order to allow the evaluation of larger BP’s, we have excluded
MDTOPT from experiments with BP sets from F3.
Please note that due to the different approaches to randomly
sample the corresponding family of BP sets, the comparability
of the results across the families of BP sets is limited.
In addition to uniformly distributed channels and offsets, as
described in Section III, we assume a uniform distribution of
BP’s. That is, the probability that a neighbor is using a certain
BP is 1/|B|. Consequently, the probability of the configuration
κ to be selected by a neighbor is Pκ = 1bκ|B||C| .
We vary the number of channels between 2 and 12. For
each number of channels, we perform at least 150 runs with
randomly selected BP sets.
B. Results
In the following, in order to compare the results across
different BP sets, all results are normalized to the respective
optimum values as described in the following sections. Further,
all results are accompanied by confidence intervals for a
confidence level of 95%.
1) Results for MDT: Figure 5a depicts the MDT normalized
to the optimum value obtained by executing any GREEDY
algorithm, for BP sets from F3. As expected, all GREEDY
strategies and CHAN TRAIN achieve optimum MDT. At
the same time, even though PSV uses the same number of
listening slots to perform a complete discovery, and has the
same (optimal) WDT as our approaches, it results in a MDT
which is by more than 300% higher, while the gap is further
increasing for a larger number of channels.
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(a) PSV
(b) GREEDY RND
Fig. 4: Example with B = {1, 2, 4} ∈ F3 and |C| = 3;
GREEDY RND achieves optimal MDT, while PSV does not.
Figure 5b depicts the MDT normalized to their optimum
values as computed by MDTOPT, for BP sets from F2.
We observe that GREEDY algorithms are within 2% of the
optimum and approximate the optimum even further when the
number of channels increases. The MDT of CHAN TRAIN
is still within 3% of the optimum. In contrast, PSV has a
significantly larger MDT, reaching 400% of the optimum, and
diverging when the number of channels increases.
Figure 5c shows the normalized MDT for the family of BP
sets F1. We observe that the performance of the individual dis-
covery algorithms relative to each other does not significantly
differ from the F2 case. We also observe that their normalized
MDT has slightly increased. A potential explanation for this
is, on the one hand, the less regular structure of BP sets in
F1. On the other hand, the evaluation for BP sets from F1 is
performed with considerably smaller BP’s, in order to make
the computation of MDTOPT feasible. Still, while the MDT
of the GREEDY strategies are within 7% of the optimum, the
MDT of PSV reaches 160% of the optimum and is increasing
with the number of channels.
2) Results for NDoT: Figures 5d and 5e show the CDF’s
of the normalized discovery times for BP sets of from F3 and
F2, for 2 to 12 channels. Due to the more frequent channel
switching the GREEDY approaches need less time to discover
more the individual neighbors. For example, after the first 10%
to 20% of the schedule is executed (normalized discovery
time between 0.1 and 0.2), GREEDY discovers up to 50%
more neighbors than PSV on the average. CHAN TRAIN and
MDTOPT achieve an equivalent performance as GREEDY.
Figure 5f displays the results for BP sets from F1. Even for
this most general family of BP sets the presented approaches
discover by up to 20% more neighbors until certain points in
time, as compared to PSV. However, the discovery of the last
10% of neighbors takes more time than with PSV, which is
also reflected in Figure 6a depicting the performance w.r.t. the
WDT (see Section VIII-B4 for details).
3) Results for number of channel switches: Figures 5g, 5h,
and 5i depict the number of channel switches normalized to
the minimum value |C|−1 for the families of BP sets F3, F2,
and F1. We have include this metric in the evaluation since a
high number of switches may reduce the success rate if the
deaf periods during the switches are long enough.
Due to its random selection of channels among the can-
didates, GREEDY RND results in the highest number of
channel switches. At the same time, the design of CHAN
TRAIN aiming at reducing the number of channel switches is
successful in achieving its goal. It results in the second lowest
values. We can also observe that a simple prioritization of the
channel allocated during the previous time slot, as performed
by GREEDY RND-SWT and GREEDY DTR-SWT, allows to
significantly reduce the number of channel switches.
We remark that even though a high number of channel
switches has the potential to decrease the success rate in real-
istic scenarios, our simulations reveal that simple mechanisms
that reduce channel switches such as GREEDY RND-SWT
and GREEDY DTR-SWT already achieve an optimal success
rate (see Section IX for details).
4) Results for WDT and number of listening time slots:
Since all considered strategies achieve an optimal WDT and
therefore also an optimal number of listening time slots for the
families of BP sets F2 and F3 (see Section VII for details),
we are evaluating this metric only for BP sets from F1.
Figure 6a shows the WDT, normalized to its optimum value
max(B)|C|. For all strategies it improves with the increasing
number of channels. For MDTOPT the gap reduces from
about 15% for two channels to about 1% for 12 channels.
Note that despite the upper bound of LCM(B)|C| time slots
required to optimize MDT, on average it takes only 15%
(respective 1%) more time slots than the optimum value of
max(B)|C|. Listening schedules generated by GREEDY and
CHAN TRAIN result in similar WDT.
Since the WDT of a schedule can be significantly larger
than its actual energy usage due to idle slots, Figure 6b
depicts the number of listening time slots normalized to its
optimum value max(B)|C|. The results for all strategies are
very similar to those for the WDT, except that they are
shifted by about 5% meaning that the schedules computed by
GREEDY approaches, CHAN TRAIN, and MDTOPT, consist
of about 5% idle slots in which no scan is scheduled on any
channel due to the fact that no new configurations can be
discovered.
We remark that out of the three main considered perfor-
mance metrics the WDT over F1 is the only performance
metric and BP family for which PSV offers better performance
than the proposed GREEDY discovery approaches. In addition,
the performance gap decreases for higher numbers of channels.
C. Summary
From the results of the numerical experiments we observe
that w.r.t. the MDT the GREEDY algorithms and CHAN
TRAIN significantly (by up to several hundreds percent)
outperform PSV for all families of BP sets. Furthermore, in
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Fig. 5: Numerical evaluation results of the normalized MDT, normalized NDoT and normalized number of channel switches
(see Sections VIII-B1, VIII-B2 and VIII-B3).
addition to being optimal for BP sets from F3, they achieve
close-to-optimal MDT for BP sets from F2 and even F1.
Also w.r.t. the NDoT, the proposed algorithms significantly
outperform PSV for all families of BP sets.
Furthermore, we observe that the approaches aiming at
heuristically reducing the number of channel switches succeed
in achieving this goal (except for GREEDY RND-SWT in F3),
even though they still require considerably more switches than
the optimum value. We remark, however, that the large number
of channel switches does not necessarily have a negative
impact on the performance (see also Section IX).
Finally, we observe that the proposed approaches are all
within 30% of the optimum for the WDT over F1, while
this gap further decreases for higher numbers of channels.
The number of listening time slots, which is proportional to
the energy consumption, is within 20% of the optimum for
all considered approaches, while the gap, again, decreases
for larger numbers of channels. We remark that all studied
approaches have optimal WDT for BP families F2 and F3.
IX. EVALUATION UNDER REALISTIC CONDITIONS
For the design and analysis of the proposed discovery
algorithms, we have made idealizing assumptions such as the
absence of beacon losses due to collisions, interference, and
deaf periods caused by channels switches, and zero beacon
transmission/reception times. In reality, these assumptions do
not hold which may reduce the success rate, which is the
fraction of discovered neighbors after the first execution of
the listening schedule. Consequently, we perform a series
of simulations under realistic conditions, described in the
following, in order to evaluate the success rate. In addition,
Section 11 in [26] contains further simulation results.
A. Setting
We use the OMNeT++ 3.3 simulator [27] together with
the Mobility Framework (MF) [28] and a model of the
IEEE 802.15.4 PHY and MAC layers, extended to support
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Fig. 6: Numerical evaluation results of the normalized WDT
and normalized number of listening time slots for the
families of BP set F1 (see Section VIII-B4).
arbitrary BP’s. The wireless model and a description of the
implementation are provided in [24].
In contrast to the settings used to achieve the analytical
and numerical results presented in the previous sections, in
simulations we drop the idealizing assumptions described in
Section III. The PHY frame size of beacons used in the
simulations is 19 bytes, corresponding to an empty MAC
payload. The channel switching time is set to 24 symbols
matching the settling time between channel switches of a
commonly used IEEE 802.15.4 radio chip [29].
We draw 250 random samples from F1 and F2, respectively,
as described in Section VIII-A, except that we now study a
broader range of BP sets from F1. To be able to do that we
exclude MDTOPT from the evaluation due to its high com-
putational complexity. Moreover, the maximum cardinality of
the BP sets is set to 6, while the maximum BP is set to 128.
This results in approximately 5.7 · 109 candidate BP sets for
F1 and approximately 1.6 · 104 for F2. While we significantly
increase the size of considered sample from F1, we reduce
the number of considered sets from F2, in order to make the
results for these two families of BP sets better comparable.
To study the dependence of the performance on the number
of neighbors, we vary the number of neighbors between 2 and
35, randomly placing them within the communication range
of the discoverer. The number of channels is hereby fixed at
8. To study the dependence on the number of channels, we
vary the number of channels between 2 and 12, while keeping
the number of neighbors fixed at 15.
Each neighbor ν ∈ N randomly selects a channel cν and a
BP bν from uniform distributions over C and B. The start time
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Fig. 7: Evaluation results of the success rate obtained by
simulation for the family of BP sets F2 (see Section IX-B).
tν of each neighbor ν is uniformly distributed over [0; τbν [; the
resulting offset is given by δν = btν/τc. The discoverer starts
operation at time slot 0 and executes the listening schedule
once. For each BP set, we perform 5 runs with randomly
selected configurations such that each statistic in the following
is computed over 1250 runs (250 sets, 5 runs per set).
B. Results
The success rate for the family of BP sets F2 and F1 is
depicted in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. With an increasing
number of channels all strategies result in a significantly
higher success rates due to the lower probability of over-
lapping beacon transmissions. A reverse effect is observed
when the number of neighbors increases. Furthermore, over
F1 all strategies achieve a higher success rate than over F2,
which is caused by the reduced probability of colliding beacon
transmissions due to the structure of BP sets from the family
F1. These effects are independent of the deployed discovery
algorithm.
Except for GREEDY RND, the strategies result in similar
values, while CHAN TRAIN is closest to the optimum repre-
sented by PSV. The lower success rate of GREEDY RND
is caused by the high number of channel switches of this
strategy, causing many deaf periods. Note that a decrease in
success rate is the only potential negative impact of the higher
number of channels switches. Thus, this results reveals that the
potential drawback of a higher number of channel switches
exhibited by the GREEDY and MDTOPT discovery strategies
as compared to the PSV discovery strategy is negligible, if
appropriate heuristics are performed, as done by GREEDY
RND-SWT, GREEDY DTR-SWT, and CHAN TRAIN.
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Fig. 8: Evaluation results of the success rate obtained by
simulation for the family of BP sets F1 (see Section IX-B).
C. Summary
The evaluation under realistic conditions reveals that the
impact of a higher number of channel switches performed by
the developed approaches in order to minimize the discovery
times can be successfully counteracted by simple heuristics
such as the ones deployed by GREEDY RND-SWT, GREEDY
DTR-SWT, and CHAN TRAIN.
X. BEACON PERIODS SUPPORTING EFFICIENT NEIGHBOR
DISCOVERY
As observed in the previous sections, there is a trade-off
between the flexibility of the used BP sets and the efficiency
of the discovery process. It is possible to minimize the WDT
or the number of channel switches for arbitrary BP sets B ∈
F1 by, e.g., deploying PSV. However, minimizing MDT or
NDoT is a much harder problem, let alone a simultaneous
optimization of all three metrics.
Supporting a broad range of BP sets has the benefit of high
flexibility w.r.t. the deployed data link technologies such as,
e.g., MAC protocols, sleeping patterns, etc. It is then possible
to select the suitable set of BP’s for each device, application,
and deployment scenario. On the other hand, optimal or close-
to-optimal discovery strategies allow for a more efficient re-
source allocation, smaller communication latency, and reduced
energy consumption.
Based on our study of discovery strategies and the depen-
dency of their performance on the structure of BP sets, we
would like to provide the following recommendations that
may be useful for the development of new technologies and
communication protocols for wireless communication that use
periodic beacon messages for management or synchronization
purposes or in case of deploying devices using existing tech-
nologies supporting a wide range of BP’s, e.g. IEEE 802.11.
We argue that the best balance of flexibility and efficiency is
provided by the family of BP sets F3. It completely embraces
and significantly extends the family of BP sets supported
by the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. For F3 there exist discovery
strategies that are complete, and simultaneously optimize the
WDT, the MDT, and the NDoT. Moreover, these algorithms
have a low complexity, which allows them to be executed on
devices with constrained resources. An even much broader
range of BP sets is contained in the family of BP sets
F2. The higher flexibility comes at the cost of no longer
being able to achieve optimality w.r.t. the MDT and the
NDoT. Nevertheless, for BP sets from F2, it is still possible
to achieve completeness and WDT-optimality, as well as a
close-to-optimal performance w.r.t. MDT, still with a low
computational complexity.
We do not recommend to use the most general family of
BP sets F1. Even though our results show that the proposed
algorithms still achieve remarkable performance over F1, we
were not able to perform the evaluation with large settings,
that is, with many channels and large BP’s due to the high
complexity of computing optimal MDT’s that we are using as
a performance benchmark. With large network environments,
there will be specific cases that can result in considerably
low performance of the discovery process independent of the
deployed discovery approach.
XI. CONCLUSION
In the present work we address the problem of asynchronous
passive multi-channel discovery of neighbors periodically
transmitting beacon messages. Our goal has been to develop
approaches that guarantee a complete discovery, minimize
WDT, minimize MDT, and maximize NDoT. We aimed at
designing solutions that give the device maximum flexibility
in selecting its beaconing period, in order to optimally support
its state, operational goals, and data link protocols.
We have completely characterized the class of schedules, we
call them recursive, that are complete and optimized w.r.t. the
three targeted objectives. We have developed algorithms that,
under certain assumptions, generate recursive schedules, while
they are still applicable for the most general cases, where they
exhibit optimal or close-to-optimal performance. Moreover,
they significantly outperform the Passive Scan defined by the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The proposed approaches can be used
both for offline and online computations.
In addition, we have developed an ILP-based approach
minimizing the MDT for the most general case, that, how-
ever, exhibits a high computational complexity and memory
consumption and is, therefore, only applicable for offline
computation and for network environments of moderate size.
Based on the gained insights we provide recommendations
on the selection of BP sets that are as non-restrictive as
possible, but still allow for an efficient discovery process.
Our future work will focus on sharing gossip information
about discovered neighbors among devices in their beacon
messages. By incorporating this information into the compu-
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tation of listening schedules, devices will be able to further
speed up the discovery.
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